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It is proved that, except for some known examples, surgery on a satellite knot will yield a 
manifold with noncyclic group. 
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The Cyclic Surgery Theorem of [2] asserts that if a knot K in S3 is not a torus 
knot, then at most two nontrivial surgeries on K can yield a manifold with cyclic 
fundamental group. Does a satellite knot admit such a surgery? There are indeed 
such examples: Bailey and Rolfsen [l] gave an example that 23-surgery on the 
(2,11)-cable of a (2,3)-torus knot results in a lens space. Gordon [5, Theorem 7.51 
showed that 4pq + 1 -surgery on a (2,2pq f 1)-cable of a (p, q)-torus knot yields a 
lens space L(4pq f 1, 4q2). What we will prove in this paper is: 
Theorem 1. If a satellite knot is not a (2,2pq i I)-cable of some (p, q)-torus knot, 
then nontrivial surgery on K will never yield a manifold with cyclic fundamental group. 
The theorem asserts that the above examples of Gordon are the only ones. 
Wang [7] posed a problem: What kind of knots allows nontrivial surgery to get 
a lens space? He proved that if a satellite knot J(K) admits such a surgery, then 
K is a torus knot, and J is a closed braid in N(K). Theorem 1 shows that J must 
be a %-braid. Actually, combined with [5, Theorem 7.51, Theorem 1 gives the 
following obvious corollary. 
Corollary 2. Suppose K is a satellite knot. Let r be a rational number. Then (K; r) 
has cyclic fundamental group if and only q K is a (2,2pq + &)-cable of some (p, q)- 
torus knot, and r = 4pq + E, where E = +l, in which case (K; r) is the lens space 
U4P6J + E, 4q2). 
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This generalizes Gabai’s theorem that satellite knot has property P [3, Corollary 81. 
A fake lens space is an oriented closed 3-manifold which has finite cyclic funda- 
mental group but is not homeomorphic to a lens space or S3. Corollary 2 shows 
that surgery on a satellite knot will never yield a fake lens space. 
Now we proceed to prove Theorem 1. In the rest, J will be a knot in a solid torus 
V = D* x S’. We suppose J is not isotopic to the core of V, and has nonzero geometric 
intersection number with D* x pt (i.e., J is not contained in any 3-ball in V). Denote 
by w the winding number of J in V. Let g: V+ S3 be a trivial embedding (i.e., 
g(0 x S’) is unknotted and Zk(g(0 x S’), g(a x S’)) = 0, a E aD*). Then J inherits a 
preferred framing from g(J). Denote by (J; r) the manifold obtained from V by 
Dehn surgery of type r, r E Q u {CO}. If K is a knot in S3, then (K; r) denotes the 
result of r-surgery on K. 
Lemma 3. If w > 2, then (J; kw2f 1) has incompressible boundary for all integer k 
Proof. In [6] Litherland showed (not explicitly stated) that, when w>2, (J; l/rz) 
has incompressible boundary for all integer n. (If a(J; l/n) were compressible, the 
simple closed curve (Y of type l/nw* on aV would bound a disc in (J; l/n). Let 
g : V+ S3 be a trivial embedding. Then g(o) is isotopic to the core C of S3 - int g( V). 
Litherland showed that C is a nontrivial knot in the homology sphere (g(J); l/n).) 
In particular, (J; 51) has incompressible boundary. 
Let f: V+ V be a homeomorphism such that f,(m) = m, f,(I) = -km + 1, where 
m = [aD* x pt], I = [a x S’] E Hr(a V). It is easy to see that f induces a homeomorph- 
ism (J; kw*fl)=(f(J); *l). As f(J) h as winding number w > 2 in V, and hence 
a( f (J); f 1) is incompressible, we see that (J; kw* f 1) has incompressible boundary 
for all integer k. 0 
Lemma 4. Suppose that V contains no essential torus separating aVfrom J. If w = 0, 
then (J; r) has incompressible boundary for all r E Q. 
Proof. Let C = aD* x pt. Since w = 0, C bounds an incompressible surface S in 
V- int N(J). S is not a disc, otherwise J would have zero geometric intersection 
number with D* x pt. C is null homologous in (J; r). So if a( J; r) were compressible, 
C would bound a disc in (J; r), and hence S would be compressible in (J; r). Since 
V contains no essential torus separating dV from J, V contains no one separating 
S from J. So V is S, atoroidal (see [4, Definition 1.61). By [4, Corollary 2.41, S is 
incompressible in (J; r) for all but possibly one r E Q u (00). As S is compressible 
in (J; ~0) = V, we conclude that S is incompressible in (J; r) for all r E Q. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let K be a nontrivial knot in S3. Let f: V+ N(K) be a 
homeomorphism mapping pt x S’ in aV to the preferred longitude of K. Then 
J(K) = f (J) is a satellite knot in S3 with companion K. By Haken finiteness theorem, 
we may assume that N(K) contains no essential torus separating aN(K) from 
J(K). We note that (J(K); r) = (S3-int N(K)) uf (J; r). 
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According to Gabai [3, Corollary 71, one of the following must hold: 
(1) (J; r) is a solid torus. In this case J is a closed braid in K 
(2) (J; I) has incompressible boundary. 
(3) (J; I) = M# IV, where W is a closed 3-manifold and H,(W) is finite and 
nontrivial. 
Now suppose rr,(J(K); r) is cyclic. By [2], r must be an integer. We consider 
the above three cases separately. 
Case 1: (J; r) is a solid torus, J a closed braid in V. In this case we have w 2 2. 
Since ker{H,(a V) + H,(J; r)} is generated by the class of a simple closed curve of 
type r/ w2 in d V (see [S, Lemma 3.3]), we see that (J(K); r) = (K; r/w’). r must 
be coprime with w, otherwise H,(J(K); r) # H,(K; r/w’). As g,(K; r/w2) is cyclic, 
and r/w2 is not an integer, K must be a torus knot [2], say T,,,. By [5, Theorem 
7.41, r = pqw2* 1. According to Lemma 4, (J; r) cannot be a solid torus unless w = 2. 
So J(K) is a (2, t)-cable of TP,q for some integer t. By [S, Theorem 7.51, t = 2pq * 1. 
Case 2: (J, r) has incompressible boundary. In this case, dN(K) is incompressible 
in (J(K); r). Hence (J(K); r) cannot be a cyclic group. In particular, by Lemma 
5 and our hypothesis that N(K) contains no essential torus separating dN(K) from 
J(K), we see that r,(J(K); r) is not cyclic when w = 0. 
Case 3: (J; r) = M # W, W closed, H, ( W) # 0. In virtue of Case 2, we may assume 
that w > 0, and a(J; r) is compressible. So we can suppose that M is a solid torus. 
We will show that under these hypothesis Case 3 cannot happen. 
By the same reason as in Case 1, we have (J(K); r) = (K; r/w’) # W. Since 
rl( J(K); r) is cyclic and r,( W) is nontrivial, we conclude that n,( K; r/w’) = 1. 
By [2] we have r/w* = *l; i.e., r = *w2. Therefore, 
H,(W)=H,(J(K); r)=Zj,l=Z,,,2. 
It follows that 
H,(J;r)=H,(M)@H,(W)=Z@Z,z. 
On the other hand, we have H,( J; r) = ZOZ (w,w*j = ZOZ, (see [5, Lemma 3.31). 
Therefore w = w2, i.e., r = *w2 = *l. But since H,(W) = q,,, this contradicts the 
fact that H,( W) # 0. q 
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